prospectus for the Encyclopedie, ou Dictionnaire universel des arts et des sciences, which during the next thirty years was to run into seventeen folios of text and three thousand engravings illustrating science, art, and manufacturing. Diderot, following in Bacon's footsteps, said he aimed to demonstrate "the sequence and interplay of man's attainments and to describe the essential details of every art and science, both liberal and mechanical." By charting all man's creative efforts as the branches and leaves of one great "encyclopaedic tree," he leveled the antique distinction between the liberal arts, whose practice did not dishonor a free man, and the mechanic trades, which had to be left to the sweat of slaves. This emancipation, by directing the best minds to technology, favored the classic nineteenthcentury invention-the technique of inventing.
It constituted a part of Mr. Jefferson's pride to run before the times in which he lived."
He ran a full century before his times in trying to plant the encyclopaedic tree in universities by teaching civil architecture, gardening, sculpture, and the theory of music. He did not go so far as to include painting, for reasons to be discussed later. These courses would not have been "snaps," for Jefferson always studied straight from the great source books used by the professional architects and designers of his day, and owned almost none of the short-cut manuals, like The Young Builder's Rudiments or The Carpenter's Cornpleat Instructor, so popular in that golden age of amateur architects. While his art library, which he had started by the time he was twenty-one, was probably the most intelligently selected one of his day in America, it was not sumptuous, for he stretched his money by buying the cheapest editions. His love of his books, which was like a workman's love of his tools, did not prevent his ripping out an illustration now and then to further some job in hand. The damage to the books was essential to the studies by which Jefferson made himself such a master of all trades that he could say, in his fifties, "My workmen cannot proceed an hour without me." His art books both gave him a good knowl- The frequency with which Jefferson sought advice on the figure arts shows how inadequate he felt to judge for himself. After growing up in a new country that was struggling for bare existence and in a region that was sculptureless and all but pictureless, the wonder is not that his eye for sculpture and painting was uncertain, but that he was able to develop any eye at all. In his mid-forties, when he had been absorbing for four years everything that Europe had to offer, he still called the Vanderwerffs at Diisseldorf-those slick inanities-"sublime. This sounds a little like self-deception, for no art is so expensive as architecture, which was Jefferson's deepest love among the visual arts. It was a love, however, to which he felt free to give himself only after he had rationalized it into a benefit for humanity, after the manner of the Encyclopaedists. In his same advice to Americans he wrote: "Architecture worth great attention. As we double our numbers every twenty years, we must double our houses. Besides, we build of such perishable materials, that one half of our houses must be rebuilt in every space of twenty years. It is then among the most important arts; and it is desirable to introduce taste into an art which shows so much. might even be said that he could be both at once; for on those occasions when he followed the antique the utterness of his adherence prevented his being a complete classicist, who must observe moderation even in his classicism. During his romantic moods only lack of means kept him from surrounding Monticello with fanciful approaches through gushing springs, copies of all the Roman statues that were triple starred for the Grand Tour, a miniature Pantheon, a Chinese garden house, and a small Gothic building in the graveyard. His park, had he been able to follow his bent, would probably have looked like one he admired in Germany in which there was a ruin which was "clever." "It presents the remains of an old castle . . .," he wrote. "There is a hermitage in which is a good figure of a hermit in plaster, coloured to the life, with a table and a book before him, in the attitude of reading and contemplation." While he might have made his grounds seem to a tourist like a medley of gadgets, what he planned was more like an outdoor encyclopaedia of architecture. He detested superfluities and even in his archaeological excavation of an Indian mound he did not dig to get knick-knacks, but to discover an aspect of Indian life from a detailed study of the finds.
